Clinical Holistic Medicine: A Pilot Study on HIV and Quality of Life and a Suggested Cure for HIV and AIDS
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This study was undertaken to examine the association between the immunological impact of HIV (measured by CD4 count) and global self-assessed quality of life (QOL) (measured with QOL1) for people suffering from HIV, to see if the connection was large and statistically strong enough to support our hypothesis of a strong QOL-immunological connection through the nonspecific, nonreceptor-mediated immune system, and thus to give a rationale for a holistic cure for HIV. This cross-sectional population study in Uganda included 20 HIV infected persons with no symptoms of AIDS and a CD4 count above 200 mill./liter. The main outcome measures were CD4 count, global QOL measured with the validated questionnaire QOL1, translated to Luganda and translated back to English.

We found a large, clinically significant correlation between the number of T-helper cells (CD4) and global self-assessed quality of life (QOL1) (r = 0.57, p = 0.021), when controlled for age, gender, and years of infection. Together with other studies and holistic medicine theory, the results have given rationale for a holistic cure for HIV. We suggest, based on our findings and theoretical considerations, that HIV patients who improve their global QOL, also will improve their CD4 counts. Using the technique of holistic medicine based on the life mission theory and the holistic process theory of healing, we hypothesize that the improvement of QOL can have sufficient biological effect on the CD4, which could avoid or postpone the development of AIDS. A holistic HIV/AIDS cure improving the QOL draws on hidden resources in the person and is thus affordable for everybody. Improving global QOL also means a higher consciousness and a more ethical attitude, making it more difficult for the HIV-infected person to pass on the infection.
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**INTRODUCTION**

It is well known, but poorly understood, why HIV-infected patients have very different survival rates and some sex workers are immune to the HIV virus[1,2,3]. Very seldom does an HIV-positive person convert to HIV negative and we only know of one case, a patient in France who seemingly was “healed” by Martin Brofmann[4,5]. The Norwegian professor Gunnar Tellnes[6] witnessed a minor positive change seemingly caused by alternative treatment: “I know a patient who was having alternative treatment and his HIV count has gone down since he started on that treatment”. CD4 counts, showing the concentration of T-helper cells in the blood, are a good indicator for the stage and seriousness of the HIV virus infection. Several studies have shown associations between different dimensions of quality of life (QOL) and the CD4 counts for HIV-infected persons: health-related quality of life (HRQOL)[7,8], general health disability[9,10], social functioning, pain symptoms[10], functional performance[9] and HIV Overview of Problems Evaluation System (HOPES) have all shown associations with CD4 counts for people with HIV/AIDS. Other studies have proven HRQOL[11,12] and psychological aspects[9] to have no association with CD4 counts. These findings could be explained by the fact that the QOL concept covers many different aspects of life, measured by different questionnaires[13,14]. We use the most simple and general questionnaire, QOL1[15].

The proximity between consciousness and health is not new. It has shown to be beneficial for people to engage in attempts of personal growth, for example, in groups where they can meet and talk about their life and problems. This has shown to postpone the time of death for women with metastasized breast cancer[16] and to postpone the time for the next thromboses for people with coronary restrictions and partial thrombosis[17].

Our organism is equipped with several lines of immunological resistance. Some of these lines apparently are not based on receptor-mediated immune response, and they constitute the nonspecific immune system, highly dependent on the “soft” nonreceptor-mediated, biological information[18,19,20]. The macrophages and similar cells receive their information about what to engulf and present directly from this information source. According to our knowledge of the immune system’s evolution, the nonspecific immune system is not the first to appear in multicellular organisms; many data support our hypothesis, essential for the proposed cure, that it is also still the foundation of the highly developed immune system of present-day organisms[18,19].

In our opinion, a well-functioning, nonspecific immune system derives from great inner coherence of the body[21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32], which in turn is related to a high order of the intercellular communication locally and globally, which is experienced as a high QOL. Such a harmonic, coherent state can be obtained by consciousness-based, holistic medicine, helping the patient to heal existentially and develop internal and external coherence[20,21,22,23,24,30,31,32,33]. Maybe this is the main reason why some African prostitutes do not contract HIV despite massive exposure to HIV virus or, in other words, due to a well-functioning and extremely effective basic, nonspecific immune system.

Several theories exist on the regulation of the immune system. Biochemical theories point to chemical networks and Jerne-network, while holistic theories center on biological information on the level of the whole organism. It is in this last perspective that we suggest that increasing the QOL, and thus the coherence of the person and the organism, will increase the immunological self-nonsself discrimination, and thus the whole immune system’s performance.
METHODS

To test our hypothesis of a connection between QOL and immunity to HIV, one of the authors (TFM) went to Uganda, where a decreasing part of the population (about 7% over 15 years) is infected with HIV[34], in order to collect data. To make it simple, the short, validated, global QOL1 and QOL5[15] questionnaires were chosen. The questionnaires were translated to Luganda and back, with iterative corrections until the translation from Luganda to English was correct, using three different translators. The person responsible for the blood tests at a TASO (the AIDS Support Organisation) center provided the bloodtest data and we collected the QOL data of the patients with their consent for participation in the study, when they were tested.

The survey included 22 HIV-infected persons between 25 and 52 years of age, known to have been infected for 0–8 years; two persons with a CD4 count below 200 mill./liter were excluded from the study as they were suspected to have AIDS, which can compromise the QOL in itself. Only one received ARV (antiretroviral drugs). No one had any visible signs of AIDS or any infectious disease when examined. The persons were randomly chosen as they came by, without any other kind of selection.

RESULTS

The association between CD4 counts and QOL1 was large and both clinically and statistically significant (see Fig. 1 and Table 1); no significant association was found between CD4 and age ($p = -0.055$, $r = 0.823$), but age was correlated to QOL1. The SPSS version of Pearson’s Correlation and linear regression were used to describe the associations and partial correlation was used to control for age, gender, and years of infection. In the survey of these 20 HIV-infected persons, we found a correlation between the number of T-helper cells (CD4) and global self-assessed QOL measured, with QOL1 controlled for age, gender, and years of infection ($r = -0.569$, $p = 0.021$, when controlling for the all three), but no significant data were collected with the more complex QOL5 questionnaire (with resemblance to the HOPES questionnaire)[33]. This was due presumably to the small sample ($N = 20$) as we found the correlation between QOL1 and QOL5 to be $r = 0.70$, $p = 0.001$. Even when we controlled for self-evaluated physical health, a factor known always to correlate strongly to QOL, we still observed the tendency ($r = 0.37$, $p = 0.12$). Often the CD4/CD8 count was calculated also ($N = 14$); the correlation between with QOL1 was insignificant here, due presumably to the small numbers.

Quite surprisingly, it seemed that the more globally the QOL was measured, the stronger the statistical connection to the CD4 count. Fig. 1 is generated from using the shortest of all QOL questionnaires, the validated QOL1[15], which measures the self-evaluated QOL with only one question: How would you assess the quality of your life now? Answer: I, very high; II, high; III, neither high nor low; IV, low; V, very low. Using this simple, generic, and global questionnaire, we have found what seems to be one of the strongest psychobiological connections ever seen, between global QOL and CD4.

DISCUSSION

The life mission theory[36,37,38,39,40,41] states that everybody has a purpose of life or a talent. Happiness comes from living this purpose and succeeding in expressing the core talent in your life. To do this, it is important to develop as a person into what is known as the natural condition, a condition where the person knows him/herself and uses all his/her efforts on achieving what is most important for him/her. The holistic process theory of healing[42,43,44] and the related QOL theories[30,31,32] state that the return to the natural state of being is possible whenever the person gets the resources needed for existential healing. According to the theory, the resources needed are awareness, respect, care, acknowledgment, and acceptance with support and processing in feeling, understanding, and letting go of negative attitudes and beliefs.
The precondition for holistic healing to take place is trust, together with the intention of the healing to take place. Existential healing is not a local healing of any tissue, but a healing of the wholeness of the person, making him or her much more resourceful, loving, and knowledgeable of him/herself and his/her own needs and wishes. In letting go of negative attitudes and beliefs, the person returns to a more responsible existential position and an improved QOL. The philosophical change of the person healing is often a change towards preferring difficult problems and challenges instead of avoiding difficulties in life[22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29]. The person who becomes happier and more resourceful often also becomes more healthy, more talented, and able to function[45,46,47].

Holistic therapy is thought to increase coherence and thus to reduce noise and disturbances in the intercellular communications. This, in turn, improves the immunological self-nonself discrimination, which we believe is the main reason for the QOL-CD4 connection. The information system(s) of the body will thus deliver more precise and correct information to the nonspecific immunological cell-lines (the macrophages, Kupfer cells, and others). When QOL is improved, the immune system should — at least in theory — be fine tuned to better eliminate the virus-infected T-helper (CD4) cells, while letting the body's uninfected Th-cells live. This is in accordance with a study showing that QOL actually can predict survival, even if it is not completely clear what causes the high QOL of some patients in this study[48]. Nobody knows yet how effective this holistic cure is against HIV and AIDS, as it still needs to be tested clinically. We have loosely predicted the amount of therapy necessary for healing the HIV infection, from our experience with other patients healing from very serious illnesses in our clinic (see Table 2)[33].

If our assumptions of the meaning of biological coherence for the regulation of the human immune system are correct, the highly sensitive information system of the body might even be able to detect the passive, incorporated DNA fragments incorporated by the HIV retrovirus, making it possible to eliminate the HIV virus completely from the body by apoptosis of the CD4 cells. Presumably, such radical eradication of viruses would require much greater inner coherence than is required to sero-convert and many years of existential therapy.
A study of only 20 persons from Uganda, which is very different from our western setting, might be too small a study for reliable hypothesis, but together with similar results from other studies, we believe that the QOL-CD4 connection is to be trusted. Finding a large, significant connection in such a small group means that we have a tendency of large clinical significance. The participants were representative of Uganda’s population, as such a large part of the population is infected. Another very important fact was that we looked at a group of people not receiving ARV, which is disturbing the picture in many other studies. The disturbance of the medicine is both on the biological and measurement level because of the use of health-related questionnaires often including the symptoms expected to be alleviated, instead of the more neutral generic and global questionnaires used in our study.

The presented data suggested that global QOL has a strong connection with the progression of the HIV virus infection. Since this connection also has been proven in several other studies, there is fair reason to believe that people who radically improve their QOL, as seems to be possible over a short period of time[43,44,45,46,47,48], will enhance their immunological status and improve their CD4 count.
TABLE 2
A Holistic Cure for HIV: Improving Global QOL Might Improve the CD4 (T-Helper Cell) Blood Count

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>HIV Status</th>
<th>Holistic Therapy</th>
<th>Immunological Status and Degree of Personal Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HIV↑+/AIDS</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Many inner conflicts that prevent inner coherence and disturb the nonspecific line of the immune system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>HIV+</td>
<td>6–12 months</td>
<td>Few inner conflicts, signifying HIV+ without reduced immunity (AIDS). This individual has processed the first 100 gestalts during intensive holistic therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>HIV↓?</td>
<td>12–24 months</td>
<td>Few antibodies, which shows that the nonspecific immune system catches most cells expressing the HIV virus. This individual is aware of his purpose of life and happy about his life and personal character.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HIV−, but still infected</td>
<td>24–36 months</td>
<td>Great inner cohesion allows the nonspecific immune system to catch most cells before they express the HIV virus. This individual knows his purpose of life and lives accordingly a life with high quality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>HIV−, not infected, resistant to recontagion</td>
<td>6 years?</td>
<td>Apoptosis of cells with DNA with HIV virus incorporated as a function of a perfectly fine-tuned biological information system. This individual consistently acts out his purpose of life and is living his social dreams — he has accomplished his social utopia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An important argument against the proposed cure is that sufficient improvement in QOL, to be of major importance for the HIV patients, is seldom seen in QOL intervention studies. This makes the possibility for complete sero-conversion to HIV negative unlikely unless the patient is highly motivated for personal change. Even if a sero-conversion made the patients unable to pass the HIV virus on, this situation might not be stable. Such an HIV-negative patient is not cured of the HIV infection, as the retrovirus remains incorporated in the DNA of the T-helper cells throughout life.

The most important aspect of a psychosomatic HIV/AIDS cure is that it is affordable for the poor people of the world, who cannot afford the antiviral drugs. Another very important aspect is that improving global QOL always means a higher consciousness and a more ethical attitude[23,29,41], making it a bigger and more visible problem for the HIV-infected person to pass the infection on. The development of the consciousness of the infected people might be what it takes to put an end to our global HIV epidemics, the most serious public health problems in the world today.

CONCLUSION

In a small survey of 20 HIV-infected persons from Uganda, we found a statistically significant connection between the number of T-helper cells (CD4) and global self-assessed QOL.

We suggest, based on this finding and theoretical considerations, that HIV patients who improve their global QOL, can improve their CD4 values and thus avoid or postpone the development of AIDS. The rationale for the cure is found in holistic medical theory, the recently published life mission theory, and the holistic process theory of healing, according to which general health can be improved when the patients improve their QOL. The proposed cure is essentially about helping the patients to improve their QOL and thus their internal coherence. This is on the cellular level equivalent to improving the intercellular communication, which supports the immune system and thus improves the patient’s immunological status. We hypothesize that this can be done to such an extent that the patients gradually improve their CD4 count.

As a result of our experience with holistic therapy based on the life mission theory and the holistic process theory of healing, we have defined a scheme for the connection between HIV status and the
improvement of QOL by personal development raising the internal coherence. A holistic HIV/AIDS cure improving the QOL draws on the hidden resources of the person and thus is affordable for everybody. Improving global QOL also means a higher consciousness and a more ethical attitude, making it more difficult for the HIV-infected person to pass the infection on.

The development of the consciousness of the infected people might be what it takes to puts an end to our global HIV epidemic.
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